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Abstract. Business Process Modeling (BPM) has been for a number of years in 

the spotlight of research and practice, aiming at providing organizations with 

conceptual modeling-based representations of the flow of activities that generate 

its main products and services. It is essential that such flow of activities is engi-

neered in a way to satisfy the organization’s goals. However, the work on BPM 

still makes shy use of goal modeling and the relation between goals and processes 

is often neglected. In this paper, we propose a method that supports the analyst 

in identifying which activities in a business process satisfy the organization’s 

goals. Moreover, our method allows reasoning regarding the impact of each of 

these activities in the satisfaction of the strategic (i.e. top) goals of the organiza-

tion. The results of this analysis may lead to reengineering, and grant the analyst 

with the means to design higher quality BPMs. Besides describing the method, 

this paper presents a preliminary evaluation of the method by the means of an 

empirical study made in a controlled environment.  

1 Introduction 

Competitive businesses and an ever-changing market have demanded that current or-

ganizations constantly evolve. To achieve that, it becomes necessary to develop a deep 

understanding of the organizational processes and systems. This motivates an increas-

ing interest in Business Processes Modeling (BPM), the discipline concerned with ex-

plicitly capturing, by applying conceptual modeling languages, the flow of activities 

that generate the main products and services offered by the organization [1].  

However, modeling the flow of activities may not be enough to provide the organi-

zation with competitive advantage. It is also important to grasp if the current activities 

and business processes are in line with the goals of the organization. This idea is sup-

ported by Rosemann and vom Brocke [2], who claim that strategic alignment is one of 

the six core elements of BP Management. Although goal modeling is often supported 

by BPM platforms, it has been regarded by BP practitioners as of secondary im-

portance, and little is explored regarding the relation among processes and goals.   

Understanding if and how processes achieve the operational and strategic goals of 

the organization may guide the decision regarding which activities and processes 

should become priorities. This may be realized by trying to align (map) activities and 

business processes to the organization's goals. Moreover, aligning processes and goals 
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may help the analyst to understand if there is any goal being neglected. If a goal is not 

aligned to any activity or business process, then one of the following may be happening: 

i) the business process is poorly modeled and an activity should be added to make ex-

plicit something that is already done in practice; ii) the business process needs to be 

reengineered to accommodate one or more new activities, so that the goal is accom-

plished; or iii) the goal is no longer important to the organization and should be removed 

from the goal model. 

Many organizations today develop information systems based on their modeled busi-

ness processes [3]. Thus, aligning goals and business processes may also assist in the 

development of systems that are more in line with the organization's goals.  

Although, recently, some works have focused on the alignment of goals and pro-

cesses [4,5,6,7], a systematic method to support goal and process alignment is still miss-

ing. This paper addresses this gap, by describing the results of an ongoing effort towards 

the alignment of goals and business processes. In a previous work, we have theoreti-

cally addressed this topic [8], while this paper focuses on a step-by-step method to sup-

port goals and business processes alignment. This method aims at modeling which par-

ticular activities or processes achieve the goals of the organization, also providing a 

reasoning mechanism to verify the impact of the execution (or non-execution) of these 

activities and processes have on goal satisfaction. Moreover, the method allows one to 

find inconsistencies in the BP model, supporting the analyst in building models of 

higher quality and in designing business models more in line with organizational strat-

egies. In this context, goals play the role of drivers of business process improvement. 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the applied 

goal modeling and BPM languages; Section 3 describes the proposed method, illustrat-

ing its steps with the use of a running example; Section 4 discusses a preliminary eval-

uation conducted by the means of an empirical study; Section 5 compares the method 

with some related works; and finally, Section 6 concludes this paper. 

2 The Adopted Modeling Languages 

2.1 Goal Modeling Language and Reasoning Mechanism 

Languages and solutions supporting BPM still make shy use of goal and strategic mod-

eling. This is the case, for example, of the ARIS platform, one of the most used BPM 

solution in industry. While supporting goal modeling, ARIS proposes a modeling lan-

guage with very low expressivity, which basically allows relating macro-processes to 

the leaves of a goal tree, without however distinguishing different kinds of relations 

between goals and processes and with no reasoning support. Works developed in the 

context of GORE (Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering), on the other hand, pro-

vide much more powerful modeling languages such as the ones adopted by i* [9] and 

KAOS [10], for example. Aiming at profiting from this earlier work, we here adopt the 

Tropos language [11], an i* dialect. 

In Tropos, goals are modeled in the perspective of an actor, and often lead to tree-

structures, where top goals are refined into lower-level ones, mainly by the means of 



AND and OR decompositions. As one can grasp by intuition, when a top goal is de-

composed in two sub-goals by the means of an AND-decomposition, only the satisfac-

tion of the two sub-goals lead to the satisfaction of the top one. If however, a top goal 

is OR-decomposed into two sub-goals, it is sufficient that only one of them is satisfied 

in order to satisfy the top goal. Figures 2, 4 and 5 are examples of Tropos models.  

Giorgini et al. [12] propose a Tropos-based quantitative approach for verifying goal 

satisfaction, based on the propagation of values in the goal tree. This approach allows 

two kinds of propagation, forward and backward propagation. In the forward propaga-

tion, initial satisfaction values are attributed to the leaf goals and are propagated to the 

root goals, thus determining how much evidence there is to the satisfaction of the root 

goal, given the probability of satisfaction of the leaf goals; while in backward propaga-

tion, a desired final satisfaction value is given to the root goal, and then propagated 

from the root to the leaf goals, so as to determine how much evidence regarding the leaf 

goals satisfaction is need in order to obtain the desired evidence of satisfaction for the 

root goal.  

To propagate the satisfaction values, it is necessary to take into consideration the 

labels of the relationships between the goals, as follows: 

 AND-decomposition: the decomposed goal is satisfied only with the complete sat-

isfaction of the subgoals. However, even if the evidence of all the subgoals’ satis-

faction is partial, this evidence propagates to the decomposed goal.  

 OR-decomposition: the decomposed goal is satisfied if one or more subgoals are 

completely satisfied. However, even if the evidence of one of the subgoals satis-

faction is partial, this evidence propagates to the decomposed goal.  

 Contribution: the contributing goal’s satisfaction propagates to the contributed 

goal, based on a particular contribution (impact) weight. The reasoning approach 

supports positive and negative contribution weights, both for goal satisfaction and 

denial. For reasons of space limitation, in this paper we only consider positive con-

tributions, for the case of goal satisfaction.  

2.2 Business Process Modeling Notation 

For modeling BPs, we adopt BPMN [13], which has become a well-accepted stand-

ard, being implemented in many BPM tools and largely adopted, both by researchers 

and practitioners. BPMN allows the flow of activities to be modeled, by depicting the 

order in which activities occur. The BPMN elements used in this paper are: 

 pool: represents a participant (actor) in the process, delimiting a space where 

the activities performed by that participant are modeled;  

 task (rectangle): represents a process activity; 

 start event (circle): triggers the beginning of the process; 

 end event (circle): determines the process is ended; 

 intermediate event (thick-boarded circle): models an event that occurs in the 

middle of the process, usually leading to some decision and altering the flow 

of activities.  

 exclusive gateway (diamond): placed in the beginning of a fork of activities, 

determines that only one of the forked paths is followed. 

Figures 1 and 3 present examples of BPMN models. 



3 A Systematic Method to Align Business Processes and Goals  

The proposed method assumes that the organization’s goals and processes have been 

previously modeled, taking both models as entries. While valuing approaches that start 

with goal modeling and then model processes based on these goals, e.g. [5,6], we also 

recognize that, in practice, many organizations have undertaken these modeling tasks 

separately and today have several non-aligned goal models and BPMs. In this context, 

it is possible that goal and process model have different granularity level. If that is the 

case, it may be necessary to refine the models, as our method assumes these models 

have the same granularity. The general process underlying the proposed method is com-

posed of the five steps depicted in Figure 1. Aiming at illustrating each of these steps, 

subsection 3.1 describes a running example, further referenced in the remaining sub-

sections to demonstrate how each step of the alignment method is carried out.   

 
Fig. 1. The process underlying the proposed method 

3.1 Running Example 

For the running example, we choose a scenario of conference paper reviewing, for 

being a well-known and simple enough example to enable the method illustration. Fig-

ures 2 and 3 present this scenario’s goal and process model respectively.  

 
Fig.2. Conference paper reviewing goal model 



Fig. 3. Conference paper reviewing BPMN model 

From now on, we highlight the names of goals and activities from these models, 

using for them a special font, to facilitate reading. 

3.2 Classify process paths 

In the first step, the analyst classifies the process paths as one of the following three 

types:  

 Main path: expected path followed by the process;  

 Secondary path: forking path whose end leads back to the main path;  

 Alternative path: forking path that does not return to the main path, hence 

providing an alternative ending to the process.  

This classification is important because, for a given process, some goals may be only 

satisfied by activities in the main path that, in a certain process execution (i.e. instance), 



are never actually reached. The opposite situation is also problematic, when goals are 

only satisfied by activities belonging to secondary or alternative paths.  

In the conference paper review process of Fig.3, the path containing the activity 

named notify track cancelation to conference chairs is an alternative path, and the 

path containing the review papers with missing reviews activity is a secondary path. 

All activities not belonging to these two paths compose the main process path.  

3.3 Assign activities and sub-processes to goals 

In this step, the analyst takes each leaf goal from the given goal model and assign it 

to an activity or a sub-process that leads to this goal accomplishment. We call this goal 

and activity alignment. If the goal is aligned to an activity, it is classified as an activity 

goal; if on the other hand, it is aligned to the process as a whole or to one of its sub-

processes, it is classified as a process goal. This classification is done according to the 

taxonomy provided in [8] and it provides for the analyst the information if such a goal 

is achieved after the execution of solely one activity or if several activities should be 

taken into account to determine if a goal is successfully accomplished.  

Given the aforementioned alignment, the analyst is able to add plans in the goal 

model, each one representing an activity of the existing process. Plans are linked to 

goals via the Tropos positive contribution relation, stating that a given plan influences 

positively the satisfaction of the goal it is linked to. Figure 4 presents the resulting goal 

model, after the alignment and classification. Process goals are depicted in light grey 

while activity goals are depicted in white.  

 
Fig. 4. Goal model after activity alignment 



As can be noted by the alignment of the distribute all papers to PC members 

activity, it is possible for an activity to contribute to the satisfaction of more than one 

goal. Many alignments are straightforward, in a way that each activity coming from the 

BPMN model is designed as a Tropos plan with the same name, in the Tropos model. 

Some alignments, however, may require some design adaptation, as in the case two or 

more activities from the process compose a sub-processes aligned to a goal, which nor-

mally leads to the creation of a super-plan representing the sub-process. This is the case 

of the have papers reviewed by experts in the field goal, for which we created the 

involve PC members plan, which is then AND-decomposed into select PC Mem-

bers and invite PC Members (the two activities coming from the process). This may 

also indicate to the analyst that the process model should be changed, to substitute given 

activities by a sub-process1, so as to create a simpler and easier-to-read process. An-

other case for design adaptation is related to the path classification discussed in section 

3.2. When a goal is accomplished both in the main path and in an alternative or second-

ary path, the plans representing the activities that achieve such goal should be related 

via OR-decomposition. This makes sense because only one of the activities will be 

executed at each process instance, depending if the secondary or alternative path was 

followed, or if the process executed its main path. This is the case of the have reviews 

on time goal. This goal is accomplished both if all papers are reviewed by PC Members 

(the top path in the identified secondary path) or if the PC Chair reviews the missing 

papers himself (the bottom path in this same path). To model that, an auxiliary plan 

named review all papers (in time) was created and then decomposed into all papers 

are reviewed by PC Members and review missing papers, only this last one com-

ing straight from the process model. 

In Tropos, there are both positive and negative contributions, respectively meaning 

positive and negative influences on goal satisfaction. Since our method concerns pro-

cess and goal alignment, for the sake of exemplifying it, we assume that all activities 

in the process are executed in order to accomplish the organization’s goals, thus we 

only consider positive contributions. Nevertheless, we are aware that an organization 

may have conflicting goals. In that case, a process activity may have a positive impact 

on the satisfaction of one goal, while undermining the accomplishment of another. In 

such case, positive and negative contributions must be used and are supported by the 

reasoning mechanism we apply in our method.    

3.4 Verify non-aligned goals and activities 

In this step, the analyst should examine the model to check: i) if each activity in the 

process is aligned to at least one leaf goal in the goal model; ii) if all goals from the 

goal model are satisfied by activities or sub-processes in the process; iii) if there is some 

goal being neglected in case the process follows a given path. When examining the goal 

and process model for our running example, we find problems when performing all 

these three verifications. Let us then examine each of these cases. 

                                                           
1 BPM languages (as BPMN) and frameworks usually offer the option of including as activities 

in the process model, subprocesses that are also modeled separately, as a modularity strategy. 



A process activity is not aligned to any goal in the goal model. By looking back 

to the process model of the running example, we realize that there are two activities not 

aligned to any goal in the goal model: send out call for papers and notify end of 
review to conference chairs. At this point, we should verify if these activities are 

simply not relevant and exceeding in the present process, or if new goals satisfied by 

such activities should be added to the goal model. 

The send call for papers activity is essential, otherwise, nobody will find out about 

the track and, thus, no paper will be submitted. For this reason, we create a new goal in 

the goal tree, named attract submissions, which can be directly linked to a send call 
for papers plan, representing this activity.  

When performing the step of aligning goals and activities (refer to section 3.3), we 

realized that the notify end of review to conference chairs activity is actually redun-

dant, because, when we submit the list of accepted papers to the chairs, we are already 

communicating about the end of the review process. We conclude that such activity is 

in fact exceeding and exclude it from the process.  

A goal is not satisfied by any activity or sub-process. Fig. 4 shows that the avoid 
bias goal has no aligned activity. This means that such goal is never achieved during 

any execution of the given process. This may be because the goal is not actually im-

portant and should, thus, be excluded from the goal model. On the other hand, it may 

be a clue for the analyst that the process should be reengineered so as to include activ-

ities to accomplish such goal. In this case, we believe the latter, so the ask PC Mem-
bers to perform bidding activity is added in the process, right before the distribute 
all papers to PC Members activity, thus allowing PC Members to declare conflicts 

and express their preference regarding papers to review.  

Whenever there are missing activities, this may be the result of poor modeling, thus 

adding activities contributes to enhancing the quality of the process model. In the worst 

case, missing activities mean that the process must actually be reengineered. In both 

cases, our method shows that goals may be the drivers to account for such missing 

activities, supporting the work of the BP analyst. 

A goal is neglected in a particular process path. By analyzing the model after path 

classification, we realize that the keep good communication with paper authors 

goal is neglected when the process takes the alternative path. In other words, in the first 

forking, if there are not enough submissions, the conference chairs and the PC members 

are notified, however, the authors of the submitted papers are never informed regarding 

the track cancelation. In this case, again, we must add an activity in the process, right 

after the notify track cancelations to conference chairs activity, named notify track 
cancelation to authors.  

It is important to realize that in the alternative path, many of the goals that are not 

pertinent to this path are actually neglected. For example, the papers are never going to 

be reviewed so the have papers reviewed by experts in the field goal and the avoid 
bias goal will never be achieved. However, this results from an abnormal termination 

of the process and should not lead to any process change.  

Another case in which goals may be correctly achieved only in a secondary path 

regards the case in which there are two alternative sub-goals (i.e. sub-goals related via 

OR-decomposition). Suppose, for instance, that the conference track may have either 

invited submissions or papers submitted in response to a call. In that case, besides the 



attract submissions goal, there would be an alternative goal named invite submis-
sions. In the process, the send out Call for Papers activity would be forked with a 

send invitation email to known authors activity. Each of these secondary paths 

would accomplish only one of the previously mentioned goals, and this would be per-

fectly natural. 

3.5 Attribute impact values to plans 

In this step, the analyst (in collaboration with the stakeholder) should attribute 

weights (i.e. impact values) for the contribution links in the goal model. Given that a 

plan P contributes to a goal G, a contribution weight means how much impact P has on 

G’s satisfaction. Following the probabilistic model proposed in [12], consider a goal G, 

which has two contributing plans P1 and P2, whose contributions are attributed values 

of +0,4 and +0,7, respectively. This means that if plan P1 is completely executed, there 

is a 40% chance that goal G is achieved, while if plan P2 is completely executed, this 

represents a greater impact on goal G (70% chance of achievement). Figure 5 shows 

the goal model of the running example after the contribution weights attribution.  

 
Fig.5. The goal model after impact values are attributed to goals and plans 

3.6 Values Propagation 

In this step, the analyst should attribute different satisfaction values to the leaf plans 

of the model and simulate how these values propagate in the goal tree, impacting the 

middle and root goals. Here, we adapt the proposed approach [12], by considering that 

for a plan, the satisfaction value consists in the probability of plan execution. For rea-

sons of lack of space, we exemplify the reasoning method only for contribution value 

propagation in case of satisfaction. Thus, in case the plan is not executed, nothing can 

be said about the denial of the goal to which the plan contributes. The attributed values 

should be propagated from the leaves to the top, following the propagation rules pro-

posed in [12] and shown in Table 1. Consider Sat(G1) as the satisfaction value of G1 



(i.e. the probability that G1 is satisfied) and w, the contribution weight, explained in 

section 3.5. 

Table 1. Propagation rules 

Contribution 𝐺2
𝑤+𝑆
→  𝐺1 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺1) = 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺2). 𝑤 

AND-decomposition (𝐺2, 𝐺3)
𝑎𝑛𝑑
→  𝐺1 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺1) = 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺2). 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺3) 

OR-decomposition (𝐺2, 𝐺3)
𝑜𝑟
→ 𝐺1 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺1) = 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺2) + 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺3)

− 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺2). 𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺3) 

Suppose that in our example, all plans referring to activities in the main path of the 

process have been fully executed (thus, having satisfaction value=1), except the all pa-

pers reviewed by PC members by review deadline plan, whose satisfaction value 

is 0,9. This leads the process to its secondary path, and we will suppose that the review 

papers with missing review plan is also fully executed (thus, having satisfaction 

value=1). Based on these initial values and using the rules of Table 1, Table 2 presents 

the propagated values to the remaining plans and goals of the model. 

Table 2. Propagated values to the plans and goals in the goal model 

Plans Sat Plans Sat 

involve PC members 1 keep PC members informed 1 

review all papers 1 keep authors informed 1 

keep conference chairs informed 1   

Goals Sat Goals Sat 

organize successful conference 

track 

0,6 have papers reviewed by experts 

in the field 

0,9 

attract submissions 1 participate as little as possible in 

the review process 

0,9 

guarantee papers have high quality 

reviews 

0,7 have reviews on time 1 

guarantee efficiency in the review 

process 

0,9 with the conference chairs 1 

Keep a good communication with 

all actors involved 

1 with the PC members 1 

avoid bias 0,8 with the paper authors  1 

To exemplify how the values are propagated, let us analyze the evidence of satisfac-

tion of the guarantee efficiency in the review process goal. For that, we start from 

the leaf plans that are indirectly related to this goal. The all papers reviewed by PC 

members by review deadline plan (satisfaction value=0,9) and the review papers 

with missing review plan (satisfaction value=1) are related via OR-decomposition to 

the review all papers plan (satisfaction value=0,9+1-0,9*1=1). The review all papers 

plan contributes with a weight of +1 to the have reviews on time goal (satisfaction 

value=1*1=1). By analogous calculations, we arrive at the value of 0,9 to the satisfac-

tion value of the participate as little as possible in the review process goal. And 



finally, the participate as little as possible in the review process goal and the have 

reviews on time goal are related via AND-decomposition to the guarantee efficiency 

in the review process goal (satisfaction value=0,9*1=0,9). In case there are two plans 

contributing to a goal (e.g. in the case of the have papers reviewed by experts in 

the field goal), only the maximum satisfaction value is propagated.   

By testing different values assigned to the leaf plans, the process manager is able to 

reason about the impact of activity execution in the organization’s goals. This may help 

him set priorities and allocate resources to the different process activities, based on their 

impact on goal achievement. In case the process is automated via a workflow system, 

after the execution of each activity, the system can automatically update a goal model 

like the one we are using, providing it with new values of goal satisfaction. This will 

give the process manager the ability to monitor, in real time, how the middle and the 

top goal are being achieved.  

4 Preliminary Evaluation of the Method  

With the aim of evaluating the proposed method, an empirical study was conducted, 

with the voluntary participation of 14 students from a master course in Computer Sci-

ence, at the Federal University of Espirito Santo (UFES), in Brazil. For this study, we 

used real process models from a public regulatory agency. We obtained the real align-

ment from the employees of such agency and considered it for comparison with the 

results performed by the empirical study participants. This allowed us to count how 

many correct or incorrect alignments there were for each participant, as well as the 

absence of correct alignments.   

When quantitatively analyzing the results, we considered the following metrics: 

 Efficiency metrics: a) the rate between the number of correct alignments and the 

time spent performing alignments; b) the rate between the number of incorrect 

alignments and the time spent performing alignments; c) the rate between the num-

ber of absent correct alignments and the time spent performing alignments; 

 Effectiveness metrics: d) the rate of correct alignment and the total number of align-

ments; e) the rate of incorrect alignment and the total number of alignments; f) the 

rate of absent correct alignment and the total number of alignments. 

The study was conducted in two rounds and the participants were divided in two 

groups (A and B), considering their levels of expertise regarding goal and process mod-

eling. Group A aggregated the more experienced participants in both areas, while group 

B aggregated those less experienced. Information regarding participant´s expertise was 

gathered by the analysis of a profiling form filled by the participants. In the first round, 

both groups performed the ad-hoc alignment, i.e. each participant had to individually 

align activities and goals without the use of any particular method. In the second round, 

the participants of both groups received instructions regarding the proposed method, 

each one performing a new alignment based on this method. Two cases of similar com-

plexity were chosen for the empirical study. In the first round, group A had case 1, 

while group B had case 2 (in the second round, this was inverted).  Moreover, to enable 



a qualitative analysis, we designed a form, in which the participants could share their 

impressions and explicitly give suggestions for the improvement of the method. 

For the quantitative analysis, we used boxplot, which allows the visualization of the 

concentration of the collected data, excluding outliers and supporting the results’ com-

parison. In terms of efficiency, the result showed that the only metric in which the ad 

hoc alignment performed better is the rate of the number of correct alignment and the 

time (metric a). This is justifiable, given that the proposed method requires several steps 

while in the ad hoc method, the alignment is directly made by intuition. Moreover, the 

fact that all participants were novices in the use of the proposed method may also have 

influenced the longer time spent in performing alignments. However, in terms of avoid-

ing mistakes (metrics b and c), the proposed method performed better. In terms of ef-

fectiveness, the proposed method led to a higher number of correct alignments (metric 

d) and a lower number of incorrect alignments (metric e). Nevertheless, the ad hoc 

method performed better in avoiding absence of correct alignments (metric f).   

Concerning the qualitative analysis, the participants practically unanimously evalu-

ated the proposed method positively. The biggest contributions of the method, accord-

ing to the participants is the existence of objective steps that allow them to: i) system-

atically identify the goal and activity alignments. With respect to this point, the partic-

ipants emphasized the usefulness of the process path classification (see section 3.2) and 

goal classification (see section 3.3) to facilitate the alignment; and ii) detect discrepan-

cies between the goal and process models (see section 3.4). 

Although the results were positive, the participants also highlighted some important 

limitations: 1) they found the method very complex, being composed of too many steps 

and sub-steps; and 2) they also claimed that the time dedicated for training was not 

enough. This possibly explains the bad quantitative results with respect to method effi-

ciency. Moreover it indicates that, when applied in practice, the method requires heavy 

training and its success relies on the analyst’s level of experience.  

5 Related Works 

The most related research to our own is the GPI method [4]. GPI combines i* and 

BPMN, aiming at profiting from each of these languages’ dispositions in describing the 

organization’s strategic and operational dimensions, helping to maintain the traceability 

between goals and processes. Like in our work, the integration between these two lan-

guages is obtained through the i* task element (plan in Tropos). However, differently 

than in our misalignment detection strategy, goal satisfaction relies on monitoring KPIs 

related to the resources produced by the BPs that are aligned to the goal. If the given 

process does not produce an expected KPI, then the goal is not satisfied and there is a 

misalignment in the organization.  

Nagel et al. [5] report on an approach to ensure consistency among goals and BPs, 

based on the use of KAOS and applying model checking. In their work, the focus is on 

determining the order in which activities should occur, given by logical and temporal 

dependencies between goals. 



Jander et al. propose Goal-oriented Process Modeling Notation (GPMN) [6], a spe-

cific language to model goal-oriented BPs. As in our approach, these authors recognize 

the importance of explicitly modeling the motivations behind the execution of the pro-

cesses. However, they propose a different notation instead of using existing goal-mod-

eling languages. We prefer to reuse existing works on goal modeling, so as to build 

over a big body of work previously done in this research field. 

Soffer and Rolland [7] propose a method to combine intention-oriented (i.e. goal 

modeling) and state-based process modeling. Regarding the modeling languages, in-

stead of Tropos and BPMN, this work adopts two state-based modeling languages. In 

general, it consists in a more formal work when compared to ours. However, we do 

share some objectives, such as detecting model incompleteness.  

Differently than us, both Nagel et al. [5] and Jander et al. [6] consider that the BP 

model starts with goal-modeling and systematically proceeds to activities’ modeling. 

Thus they do not pay too much attention to the alignment inconsistencies as described 

in section 3.4. Moreover, a limitation of the works presented in [5,6,7] in comparison 

to ours is not providing any reasoning mechanism regarding goal satisfaction. 

6 Conclusion 

This paper presents a method for aligning goals and process activities, based on the 

application of state of the art techniques in goal modeling and BPM, namely Tropos 

and BPMN.  

Goal and process alignment may help the analyst to detect inconsistencies in the goal 

and process models, thus leading him to enhance the quality of the models and, ulti-

mately, to reengineer. The method also helps the project manager to estimate the impact 

of the execution of each process activity in goal satisfaction, thus assisting him in set-

ting priorities and making decisions regarding the time, effort and resources spent with 

each activity.  

We are aware that it may be hard to identify the real values of impact each activity 

has on goal achievement, since these values are subjective and hard to determine. How-

ever, we believe the stakeholders will have at least an idea if the impact is low, medium 

or high, allowing him to set different values and test them. For the future, we will ex-

plore qualitative reasoning mechanisms to evaluate if they are more suitable and prac-

tical. 

Besides describing the method, the paper presents a preliminary evaluation made 

with an empirical study. We acknowledge the limitations of this evaluation, especially 

regarding the low number of subjects. However, we believe that it provides a good 

indication and a basis for a full experimental evaluation, aimed for the future. Moreo-

ver, we aim at performing real case studies, expecting that results from real environ-

ments will help us understand the viability of the method, also helping us improve it.  
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